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Abstract: Clostridium difficile (C. Diff) infection is a bacterium infection caused by a spore-forming bacterium, Clostridium
difficile. C. Diff bacterium can cause symptoms ranging from diarrhea to life-threatening inflammation of the colon. The
infection can spread by bacterial spores found within feces. Surfaces may become contaminated with the spores with further
spread occurring via the hands of healthcare staff and/or other C. Diff infected patients. This becomes crucial in a healthcare
utility such as hospitals and clinics. For this reason, the indirect contact between patients in a healthcare facility such as
sharing room, bed, and/or bathroom need to be investigated. In this paper, an extensive analysis is done to address the impact
of C. Diff patients’ contacts on spreading the infection. A collected data during the year 2016 from a community hospital for
all patients (those who had C. Diff and those who did not) is used. The data includes information about patients’ contacts via
sharing rooms, beds, or bathrooms, admitting physicians, and length of stay duration (LOS). In addition, four prediction
models: Logistic Regression (LR), Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB), Decision Tree (DT), and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
are developed and compared according to their accuracy in predicting the infection occurrence if the patient have had shared
a room, bed, and/or bathroom with a C. Diff patient. Results have shown that sharing the same bathroom prior to departure
with C. Diff patients increases the risk of having the infection 6.1 times. This is followed by sharing the same room which
has a risk factor of 3.12. Also, physicians and LOS in hospital play an important role in increasing the risk of C. Diff
infection occurrence. The mutual information between C-Diff occurrence and LOS and the admitting physician are 28.82%,
24.50%, respectively.
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1. Introduction
Clostridium difficile (C. Diff) was firstly identified in 1978 and has since become the most leading cause of
hospital-acquired infectious diarrhea in the developed countries (Kyne et al., 2001). Mostly, C. Diff patients require specific
antibiotic treatment to eliminate the bacterium from colon as C. Diff causes an antibiotic-associated pseudomembranous
colitis (Kelly et al., 1994). Despite advances in knowledge about C. Diff infection, mortality and morbidity rates associated to
C. Diff infection are increasing every year (Hu et al., 2009). Failure rates of treatment increased from less than 10% to 20%
before and after the year 2000, respectively (Aslam et al., 2005). Moreover, the 20% rate of recurrent C. Diff can increase up
to 65% for those patients who have history of C. Diff infection despite the success of treatment of early episodes (Bartlett,
2006; and Kelly, 2012). While the estimated cost of C. Diff infection in US healthcare system reaches $11,285 USD
(Zimlichman et al., 2013), such complications may lead to an increase in healthcare costs up to 54% per patient (Kyne et al.,
2002).
Risk factors and prediction tools of C. Diff infection were addressed in a few studies in the literature. Bignardi
(1998), and Dial et al. (2004) investigated the risk factors of C. Diff infection. Age, Length of Stay (LOS), severity of
underlying diseases, duration of antibiotic course, administration of multiple antibiotics are the main factors associated with
the infection. Such factors were used to develop models used to prediction C. Diff infection rates, mortality and/or morbidity
related to C. Diff infection, or recurrent C. Diff occurrence. Mostly, retrospective cohort and prospective cohort studies were
used in such models (Zilberberg et al., 2009; Bhangu et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2009; Velazquez-Gomez et al., 2008; and Im et
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